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The degree of approximation of a function f E C:, by the T-means of its Fourier 
series is examined. The corresponding result for the conjugate function f is also 
obtained. It is shown that our results are the best possible for the class H”‘. 
A number of interesting special cases are studied. C 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let T = ( frr,k)& = o be a summability matrix with the properties 
t n.ka tn.k+l, k = 0, 1, . ..) n = 0, 1: . . . . 
,ij, fn.k= ‘7 n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(1) 
(2) 
lim f,,.O = 0. (3) 
n-cc 
We shall establish the exact order of approximation of the T-means of 
Fourier series. Note that (2) is just a normalization and (3) is needed for 
the regularity of the matrix T. The crucial property in our investigations 
will be the decreasing character of the rows of T, i.e., the property (1). 
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Let ,f~ C:, have Fourier series ,f(xi s ~‘2 + C:= r (ai. cos ~‘.‘t + 
b, sin rx)~ T-means of Fourier series off are deEned as 
where J&‘; x) denotes the kth partial sum of the Fourier series of .,r’ 
Furthermore let 
be the Fejtr sum of .f: Since 
c,($ x) +f(s) uniformly as k --+ x and by (1) and (2j, (tv? + ! jt,!.,n + 0 as 
?:r + x. we conclude that (4) is a correct definition, and by (3 ), Tjzf + “f 
uniformly as f: + :x. 
Since G;S are positive operators, the above computation shows that T,,‘s 
are positive convolution operators and hence (see [I, Theorem 2.41) theq 
are saturated with the saturation order (fn.G) and we have actually 
where a(f: 6 j denotes the modulus of continuity of ,f However: as will be 
seen below. this is a rather weak estimate: and much better ones can be 
obtained if we look upon T,, as a summability method. 
THEOREM !. Suppose T satisfies (1 )-( 3 ). The?! 
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where 
o,*(t) = j’ 00 du, 
0 u 
and w is an arbitrary majorant of o(J .). 
Let o be a modulus of continuity and H” = {J/w(A t) = O(o>(t))). The 
necessary and sufficient condition that for every f~ H” its trigonometric 
conjugate function 7 be bounded is that 
-1 o(u) 
- du < :x. 
‘0 11 
(9) 
Now we show that in the class H” the estimates given by Theorem 1 are 
in general the best possible. 
THEOREM 2. Let co be an arbitrary modulus of continuity. Then there are 
functions fo, f, E H” such that 




I T,,.f,(O) -?dW 2 tx,oo*(l) 
+$, t,r,k((k+l)w* (&)-,,* (i))- (11) 
As a consequence of Theorem 1 we get 
COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 ,te hat:e 
(12) 
and 
T&T= O(w*(f, t,,.o)). (13) 
Since for large n, t,,, log(l/t,.,) is much smaller than \/G, (12) is a 
better estimate than (6 j. Furthermore for T,, = 6, and f  E lip 1, (12) yields 
o,zf-f=o log 
( > n 
(14) 
and since in this case (t,,. = l,‘(fz + 1)) for the Lip i fttnction 
we have !~,;f(0) -f(O)1 3 $(log n)in), the logarithmic term can be neither 
omitted in (12) nor can it be replaced by a smailer quantity. Note. 
howeverl that in ( 13) there is no iogarithmic factor. Finally. we remark 
t7yat ;Yz ‘” LI I L ., ) 1s the sharpest ‘possible estimate in most cases 
Renzorkr. i. From the proof below it will foliow that the better 
., esnmate 
where E#) denotes the best approximation of/ ’ oy trigonometric aoiync- 
mials of order at most k, is stiil true. 
2. Summability methods with a continuous parameter can be 
similarly treated. 
3, The right-hand side of (8) obviously can be increased to have the 
estimate 
but this is a considerably weaker estimate than (S), e.g.. (8) yie!ds the: 
c Jr c Lip I implies 
/ T,zf -.7\ = O(tri.Oj, 
in particular ~,~i(-f= O(C’). 
After the proofs we will give concrete applications of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proqf c,f Theorem 1. It is well known (see [2]) that if E,,(f) denotes 
the best approximation off by trigonometric poiynomials of order at most 
.is, then 
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By computation similar to that in (5) we have 
ik=O c=o 
-r k 
6 c (fn.k- fn.k+L)C c Ec(f 1 
k=O C=O 
= c f fn.l;Ek(fh 
k=O 
This and Jackson’s theorem yield (7). Equation (8) follows similarly if we 
note that by [S, Theorem 2) 
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality we may assume that w  
is concave, since for every modulus of continuity o there is a concave 
modulus of continuity 6 with the property 
w(6) <O(6) < 2(0(d)) (see [3, p. 451). 
Consider the function 
It was proved in [4, Lemma 41 that foe H”. But fo(0) -sk(fO, 0) = 
CL?=k+l (0(1/c)--(l/(1;+ l)))=~(l/(k+ 1)) and thus (10) is true. 
In a similar manner. since 
~~“)-r,,.??o)= f (tn.k-t,~.k+I)(k+l)t~(o)-GkJL(o))) 
k=O 
to prove (11) it is enough to verify that for some function fi E H” 
If w(6) Q kc?, then let fi(x) = sin x. For this T(O) - o,?(O) 3 l!(n + 1) can 
be readily seen. 
If ~(6) # O(6), then by the concavity of o: actually lim, -o+ (w(6)/6) = x 
holds. In this case it was shown in ES, Theorem 2j that with appropriate 
constant B the function 
be!ongs to the class H”’ and satisfies (15). 
Proof @‘ rize Corollary:. -Applying the inequaii:y 
in (7) wt: have 
Setting 
we get (12). 
Now coming to the proof of (13) we know there is a concave modulus 
of continuiiy ti such that 
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hence the analogue of (16) holds in the form 
(note that together with 15, O* is also concave) and hence (8) yields 
+ f (t&p,-t&)kw* $ 
k=Mtl ( j) I 
and for M= [ l/t,,,J we get (13). 
EXAMPLES 
Below we give examples for Theorems 1 and 2. To make our discussion 
shorter we write 
to indicate that for each f E H” we have 
IT,f-fl = a?,,), n = 1, 2, . . . 
and there are an .f E H” and x0 such that 
I TAX,) -f(xo)l 2 CY,,, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Some of the “asymptotics” below are well known, we only mention them 
because they are immediate consequences of Theorems 1 and 2. 
1. (C,x) means. Let C;= {A;:i/A; ( OdkQn; n=O, l,... 1.’ These 
’ A; are the binomial coeficients. 
APPROXIMATION OF COMTNUOUS FUXCTIONS 
satisfy (l)-(3) for Y > 1 and from Theorems 1 and 2 we get by simple 
~om3suta5on + 1 ’ 
3 -. AE example with continuous parameter is 
-4,= ((l-r)?“, O<r<l, k=(i: I:...). Fcr this we 
3. Riesr means. Let j. = j.(n) be a concave seqrrence tendkg to x and 
let 
Here we may assume that the function i.(x) is defined for ail x > 0 and that 
it is concave. Then 
:i,(n-k)-i.(n-k- 1) ! jab: i.= 
I I. 
: k = 0, . ..) n - I! n = 1. 2: ~.. ) 
: j 
satisfy 
5. The L-method is defined by 
This method does not satisfy condition (1) but it “almost” satisfies it, i.& 
it satisfies with 
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the inequality tr,k > tr,k+ 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . (Note that in (1) we would need the 
same inequality for k = 0, as well.) 







1 + log( l;( 1 - Y)) log( l/( 1 - Y)) 1 . 
Then for L,* we have (l)-(3), hence Theorem 1 is true for it, 
(17) 
and this obviously implies the same estimate for L,. Now (17) with L, 
instead of LT easily implies that 
L,(H”)x I c - 
lz 4u) du 
log(lj(1 -Y)) ‘,--r U . 
Note that all the Lip x, a > 0, spaces have the optimal order of approxima- 
tion {(log(l/(l-r))jj’). 
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